
 

AHT Cooling Systems, headquartered in Rottenmann, Styria, and with numerous subsidiaries abroad, is one of 

the leading international companies in the field of commercial refrigeration and deep-freezing for the food 

industry. For our current and future projects, we are looking for a reliable and ambitious employee who wants 

to join our design department as a technical administrator for SAP master data/bills of materials (f/m/d) at our 

headquarters in Rottenmann, Styria. 
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Technical Administrator SAP - Master 
Data/Bill of Materials (m/f/d) 
YOUR TASKS 

 As a member of the SAP team, you create new or alternative materials and master data in SAP. 

 You create parts lists for prototypes, pre-series, pilot series and series devices, taking into account 

deadlines, functionality and costs 

 The maintenance of existing master data and bills of material for various production plants is also 

one of your tasks. 

 You will work together with colleagues from all areas of research & development, purchasing, 

production, sales and quality assurance. 

YOUR PROFILE 

 You have completed technical or commercial training  

 Experience in master data maintenance is desirable 

 You have knowledge in the use of SAP and MS-Office 

 Knowledge of English would be an advantage 

 Your working style is described as team-oriented and responsible 

 You have a high degree of reliability and flexibility 

 You keep a cool head even in hectic situations 

WE OFFER 

As an attractive employer, we offer you optimal support during induction, internal and external training opportunities, a 

flexible working time model as well as a strong team and a pleasant working atmosphere. There are also various employee 

events, a company canteen with meal allowance, employee discounts with selected companies and insurances as well as 

company health measures. For this position we pay an annual gross salary of at least € 30,000. 
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We look forward to meeting you! 

 

Apply now 

For further information, please do not hesitate to contact Thomas Maurer-Mühlleitner at 03614 / 2451-302. 


